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A sample-poem from my first Kindle-book for you.

QUIET SNOWFLAKE

Quiet snowflake, one, that one,
Landing near his elbow, nearer to
the Tree of Life goldenly awaiting
in an alabaster acorn near his childhood-feet,

Quiet snowflake, two, those two,
Landing near their elbows, nearer to the
Forest of Forgotten Love,
Sprouting, ever-lifting sensations and
graciousness to the Elementals of Amor below
and above,

Quiet snowflake, one, that one,
Dissolving the riddle that designed its outfit,
Flowing into all,
An ocean holding a boat where a pregnancy is
revealing its simplicity to the legion of Poseidon,

Luminous shadows, fairy-dust atop Viking
sword-rust,
Strawberries in the mouth of Kali reposed and
satiated,
Worlds blooming in her hair,
Galaxies tumbling from beneath her armpits,

Make-believe-white-walrus-spirits slip inside
cells dividing into Reality,

A cup of steaming coco sits on the golden window seal
of the Artic-queen’s castle made of fire opals as dedicated
diamond dragons circle her sleeping in a hammock woven
of falcon-thread and hawk-gold, dreaming.
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From reader reviews:

Frances Savage:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite e-book and reading a book. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add your
knowledge by the book entitled I Love You. Try to make book I Love You as your good friend. It means that
it can for being your friend when you really feel alone and beside those of course make you smarter than
previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you considerably more confidence
because you can know every little thing by the book. So , we should make new experience and also
knowledge with this book.

Robert Franco:

The event that you get from I Love You is a more deep you excavating the information that hide in the words
the more you get considering reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to comprehend but I Love You
giving you excitement feeling of reading. The article author conveys their point in specific way that can be
understood simply by anyone who read that because the author of this guide is well-known enough. This
kind of book also makes your own personal vocabulary increase well. Making it easy to understand then can
go to you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We propose you for having that I Love You instantly.

Nancy Jones:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always try to and must have the free time or they will get great deal of
stress from both daily life and work. So , when we ask do people have spare time, we will say absolutely yes.
People is human not just a robot. Then we consult again, what kind of activity have you got when the spare
time coming to anyone of course your answer will probably unlimited right. Then ever try this one, reading
textbooks. It can be your alternative within spending your spare time, typically the book you have read is
definitely I Love You.

Lupita Kirch:

Do you have something that you like such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to select book like comic,
short story and the biggest you are novel. Now, why not hoping I Love You that give your satisfaction
preference will be satisfied by means of reading this book. Reading habit all over the world can be said as the
way for people to know world better then how they react to the world. It can't be stated constantly that
reading behavior only for the geeky particular person but for all of you who wants to end up being success
person. So , for all you who want to start reading through as your good habit, you are able to pick I Love
You become your own personal starter.
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